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ABSTRACT

Gene mapping in pigs by means of somatic cell hybrids

by G. Dolf

Long term cell cultures of different farm animals, such as cattle, pigs,
goats, sheep and chickens, were established. When possible, animals that

were carriers of chromosomal markers were chosen. These cultures are

frozen in liquid nitrogen and are available for further experimental use.

All fusion experiments were carried out in Leiden (Holland). The a3

line (Chinese hamster) was used as the established parental cell line.

Leucocytes, as well as fibroblasts, of the pig were used as donor cells.

Cell fusion was induced with polyethylene glycol and the hybrid lines

were selected in HAT medium and with ouabain. It was possible to isolate

68 hybrid lines, from which 10 could be analyzed. The pig chromosomes

were identified in partial metaphases by their Q-banding pattern. On

cellulose acetate gels the enzymes glucosephosphate isomerase (GPI EC

5.3.1.9), lactate dehydrogenase (LDH EC 1.1.1.27), mannosephosphate
isomerase (MPI EC 5.3.1.8), nucleoside phosphorylase (NP EC 2.4.2.1) and

peptidase A (PEPA) were investigated by electrophoresis.

Since all hybrid lines originated from only three fusion experiments,
in which the same established parental cell line was used, they were not

independent from each other. The a3 line was chromosomally not stable,
which was expressed in numerous chromosomal rearrangements in the hybrid
lines. For these reasons neither the data could be evaluated nor the

results interpreted by a method which was based only on the four combined

chromosome-enzyme observations.

For the evaluation of the data a new procedure was specially developed
to account for the properties of these hybrid lines, as well as experi¬
mental errors. For the data storage and this procedure a suitable program

was formulated in Basic on a desk computer HP 9845 B.

The starting point of this procedure was not the combined chromosome-

enzyme observations, but rather estimated a priori probabilities for the

single observations. Based on these probabilities, for each donor chromo¬

some a likelihood could be calculated under the hypothesis of the assign¬
ment. These hypotheses were opposed to the null hypothesis that a gene
does not have a certain locus. The resulting likelihood quotient indicated

how much more probable the hypothesis of an assignment for a certain

chromosome was in comparison to the null hypothesis. This outcome was

compared to that which resulted from the calculation of $, X2 and OR-

On the basis of the data the syntenic group MPI-NP was assigned to the

pig chromosome no. 7. This assignment confirms the results of Fdrster and

Hecht (1984).
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In this project the enzymes GPI, LDH and PEPA could not be mapped. For

this purpose the number of investigated hybrid lines was too small and

the donor chromosome composition in these hybrid lines too one-sided

because it was not possible to observe telocentric pig chromosomes.


